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SECTION 3 - COURSE DETAILS 
RACE 3 – CAPE TOWN TO FREMANTLE 
REFERENCES 
The race will be sailed in accordance with the instructions below and the references included 
in them to: 

▪ Clipper 2017-18 Race Notice of Race, dated 20 May 2017 
▪ Clipper 2017-18 Race Sailing Instructions, dated 21 June 2017 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
▪ All times are local, Cape Town (UTC +2 hrs) unless otherwise stated. 
▪ Tidal Information on Tuesday 31 October at: 

 Cape Town HW 1239 1.59m 
▪ Race distance is approximately 4754 nautical miles. 
▪ The estimated finishing date is 21 – 25 November 2017 
▪ All bearings shown are relative to True North. 

 

ARRANGEMENTS PRIOR TO THE START 
▪ 0630 - 1000 Immigration for all teams 
▪ 1000  All crew on yachts 
▪ 1100  Skippers dockside briefing 
▪ 1200  First Clipper yacht slip lines 
▪ 1245 - 1300 Parade of Sail 
▪ 1400  Race start in Table Bay 

 

START AND STARTING SIGNALS 
The start for Race 3 will be at 1400 LT on Tuesday 31 October 2017 
 
Sequence for the start will be :- 
1350 10 minute warning signal Clipper Race class flag and air horn blast 
1356 4 minute preparatory signal ‘P’ flag raised and air horn blast (engines off) 
1359 1 minute warning signal ‘P’ flag lowered and air horn blast 
1400 Start    All flags lowered and sound signal. 
 
The Class Flag shall be the Clipper Race Flag. 
All flags will be shown on a committee vessel. 
Sound signals shall be made by an air horn and are made to draw your attention to the flags. 
The start will be signaled by an air horn blast. 
The start sequence shall be called on VHF CH 77. 
Engines are permitted to be used until the 4 minute preparatory signal. 

 

STARTING LINE 
The start line shall be between the mast on the committee vessel and a yellow inflatable 
buoy.  The Committee Vessel will be a 48 ft catamaran named “Isla” 
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The start line will be located in Table Bay. 
▪ The start line will be approx. 400m in length. 
▪ The exact location of the start course and any marks will be determined by the Race 

Director and briefed at the pre-race skippers briefing. 
▪ Any alterations to the proposed start courses shall be made on VHF Channel 77. 
▪ The Clipper Race Committee reserves the right to change or adjust the published 

starting procedures or start course and any aspect of the race course to ensure the 
overall objectives of the Clipper Race are achieved. 

 

START COMMUNICATIONS 
The Race Officer will communicate on VHF CH 77 The stand-by channel will be VHF CH 72.  
All yachts are to check in with Race Control on VHF prior to the 10 minute warning signal.  
 
The final 10 seconds before the start will be counted down on VHF. This shall not count as 
outside assistance; failure to hear the transmission will not be cause for redress. 

 

INFRINGEMENTS 
Reference SI 5 (extracts reprinted below) 

▪ RRS 30.1 (Round – an – End Rule) will be in force for all starts but flag ‘I’ will not be 
flown. 

▪ Yachts on the course side of the starting line (OCS) at the start will be penalised by a 
time penalty of 1 hour plus a further minute for every second over the line at the start 
signal. 

▪ Whenever possible yachts over the line will be advised by the starting authority on the 
designated VHF channel. 

▪ Yachts may avoid a penalty by returning around the pin end of the start line and then 
re-crossing the line. 

▪ Entering a TSS – a minimum 6 hour time penalty will be applied to that yacht’s 
finishing time (see exception below). 

 

RACE MARKS 
Race marks will be established buoys, race marks, navigational marks and virtual waypoints.  

 

COURSE 
Ref Mark Rounding Comments 
1 Start Course  Briefed at the pre-race Skippers briefing 

2 Ice Limiting Latitude STARBOARD 45° South – No yacht to go below this 
latitude 

3 Rottnest Island STARBOARD Approx. position 32°00.437S, 
115°30.247E 

4 Fairway Landfall Buoy 
(L FL1W 10s) STARBOARD Approx. position 31°57.136S, 

115°38.821E 
5 FINISH  North to 

South 
See below 
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WARNINGS 
▪ Traffic Separation Schemes – no TSS shall be entered by a Clipper Race yacht 

(other than the TSS off Cape Town – see below) and should be considered an 
obstruction.  If for safety reasons a yacht is compelled to enter a TSS then that yacht 
must comply with IRPCS Rule 10.  To exonerate herself the yacht crossing into a 
TSS must return to the exact position they crossed into the TSS before resuming 
racing.   For the avoidance of doubt, the magenta area of a TSS as shown on the 
chart shall constitute part of the TSS and shall not be entered. 

▪ Positions of racing marks given are approximate.  If a mark is out of position this will 
not be grounds for a yacht to protest the Race Committee or apply for redress.  It is 
always the Skipper’s responsibility to determine if any racing mark is surrounded by 
navigable water.  

▪ When leaving Cape Town, care should be taken regarding the TSS. The Race Office 
has obtained permission for the fleet to cross the TSS at any angle required to 
complete the start course but all yachts shall give way to any commercial traffic. 

▪ Skippers should be aware of the high volume of commercial traffic when departing 
Cape Town and in the vicinity of the start line. 

▪ Skippers must keep a listening watch for Cape Town Port Control on VHF CH 14 and 
not impede the safe passage of any commercial traffic particularly around the start 
line and within the port of Cape Town  

▪ Skippers are to be warned to beware of recreational boaters, in particular around the 
race start and finish areas. 

▪ No yacht to be south of latitude 45° South.  Penalties will apply. 
▪ Safe Navigation Skippers are warned that marks of the course are not necessarily 

placed in safe navigable waters, in fact in some cases they are placed on land, and 
therefore they should not be used as route waypoints. The safe navigation of the 
yacht is the sole responsibility of the Skipper and as such the Skipper shall ensure 
that when deciding on routing and selecting route waypoints consideration is given to 
all navigational hazards, crew strength, visibility and whether it is day or night. As a 
rule of thumb and depending upon circumstances, during daylight a 5nm separation 
from a known navigation hazard should be considered and at night this should be 
significantly more, up to 10nm. 

 

STEALTH MODE 
As per Clipper SI 9, each yacht shall have the opportunity to use one period (of 24 hours) of 
Stealth Mode. 

 

SCORING GATES 
As per Clipper SI 10, there will be one scoring gate during race 3. This is not a compulsory 
gate for the race but the first three yachts through the gate will be awarded three points, two 
points and one point respectively.  Any other yachts that pass through the scoring gate will 
not be awarded any points. Skippers shall record the GPS time (UTC) of crossing the scoring 
gate and email / contact the Race Office with these timings within 3 hours. 
 
The scoring gate shall be between SG3 North at position 40°S 055°E and SG3 South at 
position 43°S 055°E 
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A digital photograph of the GPS time (UTC) shall be taken when crossing the scoring gate 
and retained on board.  This photograph will be used to confirm the timings.  The 
photographs from the first three boats to cross the scoring gate may be checked at the next 
stopover.  Failure to produce the photographs when requested by a member of the race 
committee will result in disqualification from the scoring gate and the points will be awarded 
to the next team in line subject to examination of photographic evidence. 

 

OCEAN SPRINT 
As per Clipper SI 11, there will be an Ocean Sprint as part of race 3. The Ocean Sprint shall 
be between the lines of longitude 088°E and 095°E.  Skippers shall record the GPS time 
(UTC) of crossing each of these lines of latitude and email / contact the race office with these 
timings within 3 hours. 
 
The first three teams with the shortest elapsed time between the two designated points will 
receive three points, two points and one point respectively. The remaining yachts will receive 
no points for the ocean sprint. 
 
A start and finish declaration must be submitted by each yacht regardless of whether it is the 
shortest elapsed time or not as this information is needed for a results table that will be 
published on the Clipper Race website. 
 
A digital photograph of the GPS time (UTC) shall be taken when crossing the line of latitude. 
This photograph will be used to confirm the timings. The photographs from the fastest three 
boats in the Ocean Sprint may be checked at the next stopover.  Failure to produce the 
photographs when requested by a member of the race committee will result in 
disqualification from the scoring gate and the points will be awarded to the next team in line 
subject to examination of photographic evidence. 
 

JOKER 
As per Clipper SI 12, each team is allowed to play their ‘Joker’ once only during the 2017-18 
Clipper Race.  It can be played in any individual race and in order to be eligible this request 
must be submitted to the Race Office in writing at the pre-race Skippers briefing on the day 
before departure of the nominated race.  In the event that there is no planned Skippers 
briefing then a team must inform the Race Office in writing no later than 24 hours before 
departure of the nominated race. 
 
The ‘Joker’ means that all points gained from the yachts finishing position at the end of the 
nominated race will be doubled.  e.g. if a team finishes 1st then they will be awarded 24 
points and if a team finishes 12th then they will be awarded two points. 
 
Any points gained from Scoring Gates or Ocean Sprints will be unaffected. 
 

REPORTING POSITIONS 
Lead Skipper: 

▪ 31/10 – 06/11  
▪ 07/11 – 14/11  
▪ 15/11 – Finish  
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▪ As per Clipper SI 7, each skipper shall report the position of their yacht to the Race 

Office by email at 0600 and 1800 UTC each day. Amongst other things, this email 
shall contain DTF. The email shall be sent to  (do 
not copy in the Lead Skipper or other yachts). 

▪ In the event of Satcom email failure the skipper shall endeavor to pass the scheduled 
reporting information and daily report back to the Race Office via the sat phone or the 
Lead Skipper or any other Clipper yacht on VHF. 

 

FINISH LINE 
▪ Skippers are to report their position and ETA at the finish line to the Race Office by 

phone or email when within 20 miles (or 2 hours) of the finish line. 
▪ The finish line shall be between the Red ‘A’ Port Lateral Buoy (Iso 1r 2s) in approx. 

position 32°03.314S, 115°43.033E and the Red Port Lateral Beacon Tower (VQ 1r 
15m6M) on the north breakwater in approx. position 32°03.233S, 115°43.471E 

▪ The finish line shall be crossed from North to South. 
▪ Skippers must record their own GPS time of crossing the finish line (UTC) and they 

must send this time to the Race Office via email or any other means within 30 
minutes of finishing or as soon as practicable. There may be a finish boat. 
 
 

ACTIONS AFTER THE FINISH 
 
Once finished each team shall prepare their yacht for berthing and follow 
berthing instructions issued on VHF CH 77 by the Deputy Race Director. 

COMMUNICATIONS WITH OTHER CLIPPER RACE YACHTS AND RACE CONTROL 
In addition to monitoring VHF CH 16 and relevant harbour channels the Clipper Race yachts 
shall use the following VHF Channels :- 
Primary VHF CH 77 
Secondary VHF CH 72 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Clipper Race Director       29 October 2017 
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Centrally, just aft of the mast, sits a simple horseshoe-
shaped galley, which will feed in to the communal area. 
This is where crew briefings and all-important meal times 
can take place. Crew accommodation runs from the stern 
forwards in a series of double bunks and stops short of 
a watertight bulkhead towards the front third of the boat. 
Ahead of this is a large compartment for storing sails,  
with the main hatch located directly above.

You will find a  
stripped-out interior  
below decks with 24  
bunks, a state-of-the-art 
navigation station and a  
simple galley. Watertight 
bulkheads and doors are  
placed at strategic locations  
to provide compartmentalisation  
in case of flooding.

The engine and generator are mounted behind the 
companion way steps. Their mid-ship position brings 
increased stability and balance to the hull and it also 
keeps all the ancillaries and electrical components  
in one maintenance-friendly area.

INTERNAL 
DESIGN 

The navigation station is placed towards the stern, 
providing a closer link between the navigator and 
helmsman. It is equipped with all the latest navigation 
electronics, navigation computers and up-to-date 
satellite communications. This area of the yacht will 
provide the skipper and media crew member on  
board with the ideal area to work in.

GRIB weather 
files will be studied 

and courses mapped on 
the navigation computer while 

photos, diaries and videos will be 
edited and sent back to Clipper Race 

HQ using the powerful marine computer.

CLIPPER 60 CLIPPER 68 CLIPPER 70

• 60-foot yacht

• 72-foot mast

• Designed by David Pedrick 

• Debuted in the Clipper 1996 Race 

• Retired after the Clipper 2002 Race 

• 8-strong fleet

• Record top speed 19 knots surfing

• 68-foot yacht 

• 89-foot mast 

• Designed by Ed Dubois

• Debuted in the Clipper 2005-06 Race

• Retired after the Clipper 2011-12 Race

• 10-strong fleet 

• Record top speed 29 knots surfing

• 70-foot yacht 

• 95-foot mast

• Designed by Tony Castro

• Debuted in the Clipper 2013-14 Race 

• 12-strong fleet 

• Tops speeds of  over 30 knot
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Mast
The mast crew is normally made 
up of the last two members of the 
foredeck crew. They need to be able 
to work together in order to hoist as 
quickly as possible. Like the rest of 
the foredeck team they need to be 
strong and agile as well as being 
able to tie bowlines quickly under 
pressure and sometimes underwater!

Snake pit
A good snake pit is always a step 
ahead of the game ensuring that 
each line is ready when needed. 

This is the centre of operations for 
every manoeuvre. In the snake pit 
you control all of the halyards as 
well as many other sail controls. You 
should be able to lay your hands on 
any line, day or night, and prepare it 
for action in a flash. A small mistake 
in the snake pit can disrupt the 
momentum of any manoeuvre.

Cockpit
The cockpit is where all of the  
sheets are controlled. Every crew 
member should be able to operate 
any point of the cockpit rapidly and 
accurately. If the cockpit crew get  
it wrong it can cause a lot of extra 
work for the rest of the crew.

Helm
The art of good helming is the 
ability to maintain a steady course 
and get the most out of the yacht 
in all conditions and especially in 
light winds.

A good helm should develop a 
natural feel for the yacht and have 
the ability to remain focused when 
everyone else is working rapidly 
around them. They are often the first 
to notice changes in wind direction 
or strength and should communicate 
this information to the Watch Leader.

Trimmer
A good trimmer has an eye for what 
works built up by experience through 
trial and error. They should not be 
afraid to reverse what they have just 
done in a bid to find optimum sail 
angles. Good communication with 
the helm is paramount.

Watch leader
The watch leader is the skipper’s 
2IC. He or she is responsible 
for running the yacht when the 
skipper is sleeping. They must 
maintain a cohesive functioning 
team, coordinate sail changes and 
trimming as well as ensuring a steady 
course and standard of helming. In 
addition to this they must always 
have an eye on the meteorological 
and tactical situation. With good, 
all round knowledge they are able 
to act quickly to remedy a problem 
encountered during a manoeuvre.

On board the Clipper Race 
yachts we have an ethos of 
full participation; you will 
be able to get involved in 
all areas of the boat. Often, 
however, we find that crew 
will go on to specialise 
in the areas where their 
strengths lie. 
By specialising they become more efficient at a job, understand 
how that job fits in with others on board, and this improves 
communication. In order for a crew member to specialise they 
need to understand all the roles so, even if you wish to be 
bowman, a few days in the snake pit will be invaluable. When 
training, specialisation is not encouraged, partly for this reason 
and partly to allow everyone to experience as much as possible.

The definition of the roles below is not absolute; each team finds 
different defining edges to each job. Each watch should be able 
to fill each slot so when all the crew is up, there will be double the 
hands in each area. To avoid confusion, clear guidelines need to 
be laid down for situations when the whole crew is up, otherwise 
crew will get in each other’s way.

Bow 
The bow is the high adrenaline 
position on the boat. The bowman 
leads the team on the foredeck 
and anything in front of the mast  
is their responsibility. You will  
need to be agile, strong and 
prepared to get very wet as you 
will often need to climb out to  
the end of the bowsprit. 

Foredeck

The foredeck crew works closely 

with the bow and should be able 

to step into their shoes if they are 

injured or on mother watch. They 

play a key role in sail changes and 

preparing sails pre-hoist, as well as 

helping at the mast with the mainsail 

during reefs. Like the bowman you 

will need to be strong and agile.
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Mother watch duties
A high performance sailing team 
needs fuel in order to perform. It is the 
responsibility of the mother watch to 
prepare and serve food for the rest of the 
crew as well as cleaning and tidying the 
yacht in order to maintain a healthy crew 
and living area.

Mother watch duties need to be taken very seriously. They form a 
fundamental part of a race team as without adequate good food 
the team cannot function. Take care when preparing the food and 
try to make it as tasty as possible. If you are not naturally a cook or 
do not have much experience, make sure you read the instructions. 
There is nothing worse than coming below after a cold, hard watch, 
dreaming about a hot cooked meal, to then be presented with 
something inedible.

Mother watch duties include: 

• Assisting the duty watch on deck as required

• Preparing meals and washing up

• Helping re-pack sails

• Keeping below deck clean and tidy

• Cleaning heads and grab rails

• Providing  stand-in for any injured crew member

• Encouraging the on watch to stay hydrated

Mother watch provides a change from the usual routine.  
Every crew member will take their turn as mother on a rota system. 
This also gives you an opportunity to catch up on some sleep as, 
provided no sails need stitching and help is not needed on deck, 
after the yacht is cleaned and all meals have been cooked and 
tided away you are left to your own devices. This normally results 
in the mother watch catching up on their sleep, enabling them to 
arrive on watch next day refreshed and raring to go.
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Standing orders

Each skipper will publish a set of standing orders. While these will 
vary from boat to boat the fundamental standing orders will be the 
same across the fleet. The aim of the standing orders is to enable 
the safe and efficient operation of the crew and yacht. The standing 
orders should be followed at all times and will include at least the 
following topics:

• Informing the skipper

• Use of life jackets and life lines

• Safety on deck

• Winch safety

• Ships Log and chart work

• Lookout

• Watch handover

• Traffic

• Safe navigation and passage planning

• Gas procedure

• Working aloft

• Smoking

• Ship and personal hygiene

• Prescription medicine

• Alcohol

• Drugs, weapons, laws of the land

• Swimming

• Safety drills

It is very important that all crew members are aware of the standing 
orders and comply with them at all times. In the absence of the 
skipper from deck it is the watch leaders’ responsibility to ensure 
they are enforced.

The watch leader

Each watch will be led by a watch leader. This will be a member of 
the crew who has been selected by the skipper to lead the watch 
in the skipper’s absence. To be a good watch leader you do not 
necessarily need to be the best sailor on board but you will need 
outstanding leadership, communication and decision making skills. 
These are required in order to motivate your watch, keeping them 
working together effectively and also making appropriate decisions 
concerning the performance and safety of the yacht within the 
boundaries set by the skipper.

Responsibilities of the watch leader:

•  Ensuring the skipper’s standing orders and instructions are 
carried out by the crew

• Waking the skipper when needed or if in any doubt

• Sailing the yacht, her safety and the safety of the crew

• Maintaining course control and standard of steering

• Maintaining a cohesive functioning team

• Coordinating sail handling and trimming

• Avoiding other vessels

• Keeping track of yacht positions by regular fixing

• Ensuring an up to date log is kept

•  Overseeing daily checks on standing and running rigging as well 
as all deck fittings and safety equipment

•  Analysing changes in wind strength and direction with a view to 
pass detailed information onto the skipper and navigator

When to wake the skipper

The skipper is ultimately responsible for everything that happens 
aboard their yacht. However it is unrealistic to expect them to be 
awake all of the time; in fact it is important that everyone on board gets 
as much sleep as possible in order to be able to continue functioning 
as an efficient crew member. This is no different for the skipper. Before 
going below most skippers will tell the watch leader when or under 
what circumstances they should be woken. In order for the skipper to 
sleep they will need to be confident that they will be woken up when 
appropriate. The skipper should always be woken for any form of 
emergency or if the watch leader has any doubts concerning:

•  any injury or illness to any crew member

• any damage to the yacht or systems not working as expected

• whenever visibility is reduced

•  whenever there is a significant (skipper to define) change in the 
expected weather conditions

• whenever another ship or yacht is within a three mile radius

•  whenever a ship is considered to be on a collision course 
(irrelevant of distance)

•  when approaching land or a navigation hazard the skipper shall 
specify an ‘inform/wake me’ distance for known navigation 
hazards or land (eg. “Wake me when we are at this point or 
distance,”) whenever there is a concern or a question over set, 
drift or course to steer

• an MOB situation

• an evacuation due to fire or flooding

•  on receipt of urgent communications  from other Clipper vessels, 
the Clipper Race Office or on receipt of any MAYDAY or PAN 
PAN call and

• whenever there is concern over the crew or ship’s safety

Nobody should hesitate to call the 
skipper. They are on call 24 hours a  
day. If in doubt, SHOUT!

LIFE ON 
BOARD 
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Boat Secretary

Helps to co-ordinate team events/contacts and acts as a 
useful focal point for communications to the skipper and Team 
Coordinator. This is a great position for someone doing a later 
leg of the race as a lot of their job requires them to have a decent 
internet connection and the ability to provide information for 
leggers waiting to join the boat.  The boat secretary will normally 
also manage the team’s social media threads.

Social Secretary

This role would either suit a round the world crewmember or a 
group of leggers acting as a committee.  Responsibilities include: 
Organising all crew social events, crew parties, management of 
the crew kitty, sorting out crew entertainment whilst racing and 
the organisation of crew clothing.  This role requires significant 
commitment prior to the start and at each stop over.

Quartermaster/Chief Victualler

This role carries significant amounts of responsibility.  The role of the 
Quartermaster is to ensure that all the correct supplies are purchased, 
prepared, loaded and correctly stowed aboard prior to the start of 
each race.  Their main responsibilities include: Organising the menu 
plan (taking into account the nutritional and dietary requirements of 
the crew for each specific leg), organising the purchases of food 
stores in each port, managing the menu whilst at sea, tracking the 
usage of stores and implementing stock takes pre-stopover.  This 
position would ideally suit a round the world crewmember with 
experience in organising logistics, menus and food supplies for large 
groups of people.  The Quartermaster will be assisted by several 
other crewmembers at each stopover and will also be responsible for 
managing the yacht’s food budget on the skipper’s behalf.

Safety Officer

The role of the Safety Officer (SO) is to ensure that all safety 
equipment is checked and maintained in a fully operational condition.  
The role will include ensuring that all safety equipment is on board 
prior to the start, is fully operational and undamaged and if relevant is 
within its service dates. The role also includes ensuring that all crew 
are kept up to date and trained on how to use the safety equipment 
correctly i.e. running fire drill practice. The SO will also ensure that 
new crew joining the yacht are fully briefed on the operation of safety 
equipment and are familiar with drills.

Stopover Manger

The Stopover Manager works in conjunction with the skipper and 
the Team Coordinator to manage the day to day maintenance 
and activities that are required to be carried out during each 
of the stopovers. This position requires a lot of commitment in 
port and will normally be shared around the crew from stopover 
to stopover to ensure everyone gets their fair share of R+R 
between races. Crew members with hands on project and man 
management experience would be well suited to this role.

Bosun

The Bosun is responsible for the routine maintenance, care 
and repair of all sailing related deck equipment including sails, 
standing and running rigging, winches, halyards, sheets, guys, 
blocks, stanchions, guard wires, dinghy, etc. The Bosun will 
organize the repairs and maintenance pre-start, during each leg 
and at each stopover port, ensuring sufficient spares and tools 
are carried on board and topped up when used. They are also 
responsible for ensuring the deck and hull of the yacht look clean, 
tidy and free from rust stains before arrival in port. Some training 
will be given for this role prior to the start. While the Bosun 
manages all of the above, they will be calling on team mates  
of assistance with the rolling jobs list.
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ROLES  
ON BOARD  

In addition to sailing your boat  
and maintaining your boat during the 
race there will also be other roles that 
need to be fulfilled that may not seem 
that obvious initially.
Medic

This role is normally filled by someone who has medical training, a 
doctor, nurse, paramedic or even a vet. Working with the skipper 
(who is also medically trained) they take responsibility for the 
welfare of the crew, treating any illness or injuries that occur on 
board. The medic is supported by doctors in the UK who are on 
call 24 hours a day to offer advice and support, as well as other 
medics within the fleet who offer advice within their own areas of 
expertise.

Sail repair

In any ocean race it is inevitable that sails will be damaged and 
need repairing. When a spinnaker is blown it is replaced by a 
smaller, heavier sail. The down time can cost miles so it is important 
to be able to repair them as quickly as possible. The Clipper Race 
yachts carry heavy duty sewing machines for this purpose.

The sail maker/repairer will often find themselves working under 
great pressure in hot, cramped conditions.

Engineer

The race yachts are full of mechanical equipment such as 
generators, engines, watermakers, plumbing, pumps, steering 
gear etc. all of which require regular maintenance. The engineer 
is responsible for carrying out this work, ensuring that the yachts 
equipment remains in good working order. If things go wrong the 
engineer may be required to come up with improvised solutions to 
keep the yacht operating until it reaches port.

Photography and media

State of the art satellite communications systems are on board 
each Clipper 70 makes it easy to send back video and photos to 
Race HQ, as well as live broadcasts mid-race. 

James Rogers, media and round the world crew member on board 
Qingdao, said: “On board we decided that keeping the best record 
of our adventure was going to be really important from the off. We 
took advantage of all the kit that the media team provided, as well 
as the cameras that crew had brought to capture the action.

“It is just the simple pleasure of looking back over the videos, 
photos and blogs and being reminded of one of the thousands 
of memories that you find hard to believe are real when you have 
returned to your normal life.”

Team Coordinator

This is a highly demanding role as the Team Coordinator is 
responsible for the majority of administration related to the day  
to day running of a race yacht. The skipper’s time requires careful 
management and it is important for them not to try and micro manage 
the campaign. The Team Coordinator  will normally liaise with the 
Clipper Race Manager and the Boat Secretary to ensure that the 
skipper is presented with all pertinent information in a timely manner. 
Via the Team Coordinator, the skipper can then delegate tasks to the 
various other heads of department within the team.
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 •  Helm calls, “helm to weather” and starts 

a slow but continuous turn downwind, 

only aiming to stop the turn as the 

boat come out on the other gybe on 

a  broad reach - around 110 - 130 

degrees Apparent Wind Angle (AWA), 

depending on wind strength.”They 

must keep the turn going at all times 

throughout the manoeuvre but should 

adjust their rate of turn to keep in sync 

with the two sheet trimmers

 •  The trimmer on the old active sheet 

gives large, continuous eases, to  

send the clew of the spinnaker 

right forward of the forestay as 

the boat reaches dead downwind, 

then prepares to dump the sheet 

completely once the new sheet has 

the load of the sail and the clew is 

gybed over to the correct side

 •  While the old sheet is being eased, 

the trimmer on the new sheet tails in 

the slack that they are receiving on 

their sheet. They need to be careful 

not to take too much weight on 

their sheet until the clew has floated 

around to the new side of the forestay

 

 

 •  Once the clew has gone forward of  

the forestay the new sheet trimmer 

works with the grinders to rapidly 

sheet the spinnaker into the roughly 

correct trim for the new gybe, as  

the old trimmer let’s fly and completely 

dumps the old sheet 

 •  As the mainsail flicks over to the new 

side, the mainsheet trimmer rapidly 

eases the mainsheet so that the 

boat does not round up too fast, and 

allows for the preventer to be swiftly 

re-attached on the new side

 •  NB:  After the old sheet has been 

released, it needs to be kept under 

control to prevent it dropping under 

the end of the bowsprit and potentially 

getting pulled under the boat
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Gybing

Gybing with an asymmetric tends to 
be simpler than gybing a symmetrical 
spinnaker, due to the reduced number of 
control lines to be attended to. However, 
timing, excellent communication and 
coordinated team work are essential if 
the gybe is to run smoothly.  
There are also two methods of gybing an asymmetric spinnaker that 

you are likely to use dependent on wind strength: 

In stronger winds 

The sail should be gybed outside of itself with the sheets running 

outside of the tack line as mentioned earlier in the Preparing for a 

Hoist section.  

In lighter winds 

The sail can be gybed between its own luff and the forestay.   

This is known as an inside gybe and the sheets should be run 

between the tack line and forestay.  

 

Listed below are the steps required for both methods:

•  Tack line to be pulled on tight to straighten the luff and  

stabilise the sail

• Helm keeps the boat on a steady course, normally a broad  

 reach while;

 -  Bowman checks that both sheets are free to run and 

that the lazy sheet has not dropped below the end of the 

bowsprit (usually only a problem in outside gybes)

 -  Active trimmer ensures that slack from the working sheet  

is flaked and free to run

 -  Second trimmer loads the new sheet onto the new winch

 -  Two crew ready on the grinder, ready to take in the last of 

the sheet after the second trimmer has tailed in all they can.  

(Double check that the grinder is directed to the correct 

winch and that the winch is in top gear)

• Preventer is disconnected and main sail is centred

• Running backstays are switched over

•  Main trimmer stands by for a big ease on the mainsheet  

once the mainsail has gybed over.
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The next six steps must be performed simultaneously as one fluid manoeuvre to 
ensure the boat does not come out of the gybe either too slowly and wrap the 
spinnaker, or too fast with the sail flogging hard on the new gybe. 
The key aim is to have the clew of the spinnaker sufficiently eased so that it floats around from one side to the other as the boat passes 

through directly downwind:

THE ART  
OF GYBING  

Please Note: If the sail is being gybed inside the tack, the bow crew should be helping to pull the clew between the forestay and tack line 

at this stage. By pulling down on the new sheet just as the clew reaches the forestay, they help the sail to float through the gap between the 

forestay and the spinnaker’s luff.  If the sail is being gybed all the way around the outside of itself, the clew needs to be eased much further 

forward of the forestay than for an inside gybe.
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The next six steps must be performed simultaneously as one fluid manoeuvre to 
ensure the boat does not come out of the gybe either too slowly and wrap the 
spinnaker, or too fast with the sail flogging hard on the new gybe. 
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Tidy up:

•  Normally the tack line needs easing and to be re-trimmed  

for the new course as it was pulled on tight before the gybe. 

If however, the new course is higher on the wind than before 

the gybe, the tack line will need to be kept on fairly tight

•  Assuming the new course puts the apparent wind aft of a 

beam reach, the preventer should be re-attached as soon a 

practically possible and ground on tight again

•  Any slack from the active sheet should be flaked neatly onto 

the deck to allow for a rapid ease or another gybe without  

the risk of twists jamming in the winch or blocks

Gybing an asymmetric smoothly and successfully every time 

takes plenty of practice and excellent team work.  When it goes 

right it is a very rewarding experience, where the boat speed only 

temporally dips before the sail is filled on the new side and the 

boat is back up to target speed again.  

If the manoeuvre goes badly and the sail wraps around the 

forestay or twists itself up, it is generally a better idea to abort  

the gybe and get the spinnaker re-inflated on the original gybe 

before attempting to gybe again. Often, trying to make a bad 

gybe stick will result in compounding the wrap and potentially 

damaging the spinnaker.

If the boat is helmed too rapidly through the turn and the  

trimmers do not get enough time to tail in the slack on the  

new sheet before the kite re-inflates on the new side, the 

spinnaker will start to flog hard. This puts massive shock loading 

into the sail and sheet, often resulting in damage to the clew  

of the spinnaker. 

The only solution here is to keep the boat on a broad reach  

while the grinders winch the sail in like their lives depend on it. 

Next time the boat is gybed, the helm should slow the rate of  

turn down during the manoeuvre to keep better time with the 

sheet trimmers.

Dropping 

There are many different ways to drop an asymmetric spinnaker 

but in this manual we shall look at the most commonly used 

method, the “letterbox drop” where the spinnaker is blanketed 

behind the mainsail during the drop and “posted” through the 

foot of the main sail and the top of the boom.

Letterbox drop set up:

•  The lazy sheet should be removed from the blocks on the 

windward side and run forward to the forestay

•  The lazy sheet should then be passed around the outside of 

everything, back down the leeward side and a bight (loop) of 

rope led through the gap between the top of the boom and the 

foot of the mainsail (the letterbox)

•  This bight of rope should then be run through a snatch block on 

the windward rail and then back to a winch

The drop:

•  In preparation for the drop, the crew need to get themselves in 

the correct positions as follows:

 -  One crew ready to tail the Yankee halyard when the 

headsail is going up and then quickly switch onto easing 

the spinnaker halyard for the drop itself. It is imperative that 

they ensure the spinnaker halyard is correctly flaked and 

free to run all the way until the spinnaker is below deck

 -  The trimmer on the active spinnaker sheet ensures that  

their sheet is flaked and free to run when the call is given  

to release their sheet

 -  The bowman prepares to trip the tack line which will release 

the tack from the end of the bowsprit

 -  All remaining available crew line up along the windward 

side of the boom, making sure they stay inboard of the lazy 

sheet and eventually the sail itself as it comes through the 

letterbox. (They must stay inboard, if they are outboard of 

the sail and it fills during the drop, they will be knocked over 

the side.) The two crew right at the boom have the vitally 

important job of ‘bear hugging’ the luff and leech of the 

sail together. This helps keep any wind out of the sail and 

prevents it from re-inflating part way through the drop

•  Once crew are ready at their stations for the headsail hoist, the 

Yankee is hoisted which helps blanket the spinnaker during the drop

•  The helm then steers the boat deep downwind before giving 

the command to “trip” the tack line

• Tack line is then tripped

•  The crew then tail the lazy sheet and almost immediately 

release the active sheet to allow the clew to come through the 

letterbox. The crew at the boom should pull all the foot of the 

spinnaker through and get both the tack and clew together. The 

halyard can then be eased as the crew ‘bear hug’ the luff and 

leech of the spinnaker together, working toward the head of the 

sail as it is eased down

•  It is important that the crew do not just pile the sail on deck 

as it drops. They need to ensure that the spinnaker all gets 

dragged down the main companionway as swiftly as possible to 

prevent it getting caught by a gust and pulled over the side

•  Once all three corners of the sail (head, tack and clew) are 

through the letterbox, the sheets, halyard and tack retrieval line 

(if used) can be disconnected and reset for the next hoist

•  While crew on deck tidy up and re-trim for the course, a team 

below deck work to wool the spinnaker as swiftly and tightly  

as they can, before re-packing the sail into the correct bag

As with all spinnaker work, timing, communication, team work  

and lots of practice are required to get drops running well. If the 

drop goes badly, there is a good chance that the spinnaker may  

end up in the water.  Some very good advice follows in this next 

section about recovering a kite that has been pulled over the side 

and is full of water.

THE ART  
OF GYBING 
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THE ART  
OF GYBING 
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Annex G

CV24’s pre-race declaration submitted prior to departing Cape Town
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Extract of Clipper Ventures’ Standard Operating Procedures





















Annex I

CV24’s written passage plan for the voyage from Cape Town to Fremantle
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Clipper Ventures’ Health and Safety policy statement



  

 
 

 
   Health and safety policy 

 
 

This is the statement of general policy and arrangements for:  Clipper Ventures Plc 

 has overall and final responsibility for health and safety 

  

Statement of general policy 
 

Responsibility of: 
Name/Title 

Action/Arrangements (What are you going to do?) 
 

Prevent accidents and cases of work-related ill health by 
managing the health and safety risks in the the office 

 Risk Assessments completed and actions arising taken.  
 

Provide clear instructions and information, and adequate 
training, to ensure employees are competent to do their work  

 

 

Ensure SOPs are reviewed and give to staff. Ensure SOPs are followed. External event SOPs and Risk 
Assessments are done. 
 

Engage and consult with employees on day-to-day health 
and safety conditions 

 
 

Any H&S concerns to be raised directly with  
 

Implement emergency procedures – evacuation in case of 
fire or other significant incident. You can find help with your 
fire risk assessment at: https://www.gov.uk/workplace-fire-
safety-your-responsibilities  

 

 

Ensure plans are in placed and known to staff visitors at all sites. External events are a particular risk 
and should have a fuller plan. Similarly marine operations need a fuller plan 
 
  

Maintain safe and healthy working conditions, provide and 
maintain plant, equipment and machinery, and ensure safe 
storage/use of substances 

 
 

Toilets and washing facilities provided and regularly cleaned. Ensure equipment is maintained and 
serviced as necessary. 

   

Signed: * (Employer)   Date:  

 
  You should review your policy if you think it might no longer be valid, eg if circumstances change. 
  If you have fewer than five employees, you don’t have to write down your policy. 
 

Health and safety law poster is displayed at (location) Kitchen 
First-aid box is located: 
 

Kitchen 

Accident book is located: Office/Training Office 
 

 
 
 
 

 

https://www.gov.uk/workplace-fire-safety-your-responsibilities
https://www.gov.uk/workplace-fire-safety-your-responsibilities


  

 
 
 
Also see SOPs for Marine Operations 
Also see event SOPs and Risk assessments for external events  

   Company name:  Clipper Ventures Plc                                               Date of update:  
 

What are the 
hazards? 
 

Who might be harmed and how? 
 

What are you already doing? 
 

Do you need to do anything else to 
control this risk? 
 

Action by 
who? 
 

 Done 
 

Slips and trips Staff and visitors may be injured if they 
trip over objects or slip on spillages. 

General good housekeeping is carried out. 
All areas well lit, including stairs. 
No trailing leads or cables. 
Staff keep work areas clear, eg no boxes  
left in walkways, deliveries stored 
immediately.    

Better housekeeping in staff kitchen  
needed, eg on spills. Constant 
Nagging 
Improve equipment, particularly 
coffee machines, cups, etc. 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

Electrical Appliances 
 

Staff and visitors may be injured if electrical 
items are faulty 

Ensure regular test (5 year) of electrical items. Staff 
aware to report all faults. 
Only Saphire to work within the cabling cupboard. 

    

Fire 
 

Fire risks to staff and visitors Regular inspection of all fire fighting equipment and 
alarms. Exits clear. 

    

Poor Lighting externally Lighting on site can leave some female members 
of staff vulnerably.  

Ensure female staff receive closest parking spaces Fit external flood light at rear    

Security Visitors and Staff working late may be vulnerable 
to attack by 3rd parties 

Ensure all staff are aware that front and rear doors 
should be locked at 1730 

    

Video Displays Staff risk posture  
problems and pain,  
discomfort or injuries,  
eg to their hands/ 
arms, from overuse  
or improper use or  
from poorly designed  
workstations or  
work environments.  
Headaches or sore eyes  
can also occur, eg if the  
lighting is poor. 
 

Workstation and equipment set to ensure 
good posture and to avoid glare and 
reflections on the screen. 
Shared workstations are assessed for all 
users. 
Staff encouraged to include regular 
breaks or change of activity. 
Lighting and temperature suitably 
controlled. 
Eye tests provided for those who need 
them, reclaim on expenses  
Laptop users trained to carry out own 
DSE assessment for use  

Email out some workstation and laptop 
training videos? 

to investigate   

Phones when driving Risks of RTAs Company policy of no use of phone without hands 
free to be made clear. Provide hands free in 
company vehicles. 

    

Lifting Risk of back injury to staff Distribute lifting pdf Re-distribute in Feb 16    
Working at height Risk of fall Step ladders provided in Stores     



  

 
 

Office Maintenance Risk of electrocution, burns, etc All repairs to be completed by qualified contractors or 
landlords. 

    

Hygiene Risk of infection, stomach bugs, etc. Professional cleaners daily. Procedure in place for 
cleaning toilet and kitchen linen. Fridge regularly 
cleared out of out of date food. 

More diligence needed in Kitchen  to nag   

First Aid Treatment of ill/injured staff visitors A number of staff have ships captain and other first 
aid qualifications. Medical kits to be maintained 

ClipperTelemed medical kits?    

Working with vulnerable 
people and minors 

Risk of abuse to young people or 
vulnerable people. 

All staff and contractors who work with anyone under 
the age of 18 or with vulnerable people will have a full 
criminal record review commissioned by the company 
within the last year.  

    

       
 

 



Annex K

Clipper Ventures’ risk assessment for navigation in coastal waters



Risk Assessment 
 
Overall Area (e.g. training, corporate or racing): 
All Sailing 
 
Specific Activity (e.g. going aloft): 
Navigation in coastal waters 
 
Current Assessment Date/Signed By:  
14th February 2017 /  
 
Identified Hazards: 
 
Hazard Number Description       
1 Proximity of navigational hazards (e.g. land, shallows, rocks and 

navigation marks) 
2 Density of traffic 
3 Specific navigational zones (e.g. TSS’s or Harbour Authority zones) 
 
Existing Control Measures: 
 
Hazard Number Existing Control Measure 
1 + 3 Sufficient, up to date charts on board; correct, up to date publications 

on board; choice of suitable area for sailing activity (e.g. open water 
to the SE of the Isle of Wight for spinnaker training) 

2 Keeping a good lookout on all sides of the yacht, as emphasised by 
the IRPCS and the crew training manual. 

 
Individual Hazard Assessment: 
 
Hazard Number Severity (i-iii)  Likelihood (i-iii) Risk (i-v) 
1   ii    ii   iii 
2   ii   ii   iii 
3   ii   ii   iii 
 
Additional Measures to Reduce Risk: 
 
Hazard Number Further Action (showing date measure was introduced) 
1 Updating of nautical publications by Skippers. Periodical checks and 

renewal of superseded publications to be overseen by the Head of 
Training. (5th February 2005)  

2 Regular inspection of training methods by the Chief Instructor, and 
continued monitoring by the Skippers while at sea. (1st February 
2006)  

3 Monitoring of nautical publications by Skippers, and monthly checks 
by the Maintenance Manager. (5th February 2005)  

1 – 3  Require Skippers to produce a written passage plan (with 
consideration for valid weather forecasts and ports of refuge on 
route) when navigating in uncategorised waters (10th November 
2015) [Implemented November 2013] 

1 + 2 Pre-departure checks to include test of: depth sounder, gps, radar, 
ais, nav. Lights, fog horn. 

 



Risk Assessment Reference Table: 
 

Severity of Harm/ 
Likelihood 

i) Slightly 
Harmful ii) Harmful iii) Extremely 

Harmful 

i) Highly Unlikely Trivial Risk Tolerable Risk Moderate Risk 

ii) Unlikely Tolerable Risk Moderate Risk Substantial Risk 

iii) Likely Moderate Risk Substantial Risk Intolerable Risk 

 
Likelihood Definitions: 
 

i Slightly Harmful: 
Superficial injuries; minor cuts and bruises; eye irritation from dust; nuisance 
and irritation; ill-health leading to temporary discomfort 

ii Harmful: 

Lacerations; burns; concussion; serious sprains; minor fractures; 
musculoskeletal disorders; temporary deafness; dermatitis; asthma; work 
related upper limb disorders; ill-health leading to permanent minor disability 

iii Extremely Harmful: 

Amputations; major fractures; poisoning; multiple injuries; fatal injuries; 
occupational cancer; other severely life shortening diseases; acute fatal 
diseases 

 
Risk Definitions: 
 

i Trivial Risk: No action required, no documentary records need be kept. 

ii Tolerable Risk: 
No additional controls required.  Monitoring required to ensure standards are 
maintained. 

iii Moderate Risk: 

Efforts should be made to reduce the risk, but the costs of prevention should 
be carefully measured and implemented.  These measures should be 
implemented within a defined time period. 

iv Substantial Risk: 

Work should not be started until the risk has been reduced.  Considerable 
resources may have to be allocated to reduce the risk.  Where the risk 
involves work in progress, urgent action should be taken. 

v Intolerable Risk: 

Work should not be started or continued until the risk has been reduced.  If it 
is not possible to reduce the risk even with unlimited resources, work has to 
remain prohibited. 

 
 
 
Previous Assessment Date/Signed by: 
10th November 2015 /  
10th September 2014/  
12th September 2013/  
11th September 2012/  
12th September 2011/  
 
 



Annex L

CV24 – Original skipper’s Standing Orders





Annex M

Annex F to the independent investigation report of the grounding of Vestas Wind – recommended 
passage planning guidelines for ocean-going yachts
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